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A. All entries must have been taken and (for pictures taken with a digital camera) processed by the 
entrant. Printing can be done commercially or by the entrant.  

  
B. Monochrome: A photo that contains only shades of grey (ie a “black and white” image) or  
tones of only one colour (eg a sepia image) 
 
C. Colour: A photo that contains tones of more than a single colour.  

  
D. Section Topics: In all sections, whatever is stated in the title of that section must be the main  
subject/purpose of the image.  It should not be a minor or insignificant part of the image.  
 
E. Entering your photos in both the Yankalilla and Port Elliot Shows.  

To facilitate entering images in both the Yankalilla and Port Elliot Shows, Classes 1-17 at Yankalilla 

are the same as those in the Port Elliot Show. In addition, any prints entered in the Yankalilla 

Show which you also wish to enter in the Port Elliot Show will be transferred to Port Elliot for 

you. This applies ONLY to the adult sections at both shows, and NOT to the children’s sections. 

To indicate entries to be transferred, put “(PE)” at the end of their titles on the Yankalilla entry 

form, e.g an entry titled “This is a Winner” should be shown as “This is a Winner (PE)” on the 

Yankalilla entry form. 

Entries to be transferred MUST also be entered separately in the Port Elliot Show. Please do 

this online at https://portelliotshow.com.au/exhibits-entry-forms/photography/ by close of 

business on Monday 25th September. Pt Elliot does not have a paper entry form option for 

entering its Photography section. Entries being transferred from Yankalilla must have “(Y)” 

appended to the end of their titles when entering them in the Pt Elliot Show, e.g. “This is a 

Winner (Y)”. 

You will also need to collect your prints from the Pt Elliot Show from 4pm on Sunday 13th 

October. 

 
 F. Class Definitions:  
 

   Yankalilla and Port Elliot Shows: 
   NB ALL classes in this list (i.e. classes 1-17) are common to both shows and are for PRINTS. 

  
      1. People Monochrome (Print): A monochrome photo with one or more people as the main subject.  

  
      2. Open Monochrome (Print): A monochrome photo of any subject. 
 
      3. People Colour (Print): A colour photo with one or more people as the main subject.  
 
      4. Open Large Colour (Print): A monochrome photo of any subject. 
 
      5. Open Small Colour (Print): A colour photo of any subject. The print must be no larger than 17.5 cm 
               (long side) and 12.5 cm (short side). 

  

https://portelliotshow.com.au/exhibits-entry-forms/photography/
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      6. Fleurieu Landmarks (Print): Photos of a man-made or geographical feature that is a Fleurieu  
              Peninsula landmark.  

  
      7. Flora/Flowers (Print): Photo of single/multiple plants and/or flowers.  

  
      8. Child Study: (Print) A photo of a child/children up to the age of 10 Years.  

  
      9. Rural Life (Print): Photo of people or animals in a rural environment eg. working with  
                machinery/shearing sheep/pruning vines, etc.  

  
      10. Nature (Print): Covers a wide range of subjects taken outdoors displaying natural 
              elements such as, wildlife, plants, and close-ups of natural scenes and textures. 
              Photos taken in a zoo or wildlife park are permitted. 

  
      11. Landscape (Print): Outdoor photos featuring natural scenery.  Humans, animals, cultivated  
              plants and buildings are permitted provided that they do not dominate the image.  

  
      12. Seascape (Print): Photos depicting the sea or the ocean as the most substantial 
              portion of the photo, but it can contain other elements such as the beach,  
              coastal features, cliffs, rock pools, etc.  

  
      13. Photojournalism/Social Documentary (Print): Photos that tell a story about what has  
              happened, is happening or is about to happen.  

  
      14. Digital Creative Art (Print):  A photo of a subject taken in a pleasing but unusual way (eg  
              from a different viewpoint), or by significant post-capture manipulation, including  
              superposition or montaging of several images. All images used must be photos  
              taken by the author.  

  
      15. Structures (Print): Photos of built structures including buildings/towers/bridges, etc.  

  
      16. Sport (Print): A photo capturing a moment in a sporting activity.  

  
      17. Pets (Print): A photo of any pet.   
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 Port Elliot Show ONLY:  
  

 
      18. Birds of the Fleurieu (Print): see description / definition here: 
               https://ptelliotshowphotography.visualpursuits-au.com/Default.aspx 
 
      19. Primary School Open (Print): A photo of any subject. 
 
      20. Secondary School Open (Print): A photo of any subject. 
 
      21. Open Colour (Digital): A colour photo of any subject submitted as a .jpeg file using  
              the sRGB colour space. Files must be resized to fit exactly inside a rectangle measuring 
              1920 pixels wide by 1080 pixels high and be no larger than 2Mb in size. 
 
      22. Open Monochrome (Digital): As for section 21 above, but the photo must be monochrome. 

 

 Yankalilla Show ONLY: 
 
      30. Our Heritage Award (Print): photo of a building or place which is part of the Yankalilla district’s 
               heritage. The winning print will be retained by the Yankalilla and District Historical Society  
               until a digital copy is received. 
 
      31. Second Valley Challenge (Print): photo taken within the environs of Second Valley. The winning 
               print will be retained by the Second Valley Progress Association until a digital copy is received.  

It is a condition of entry to Class 31 that shots taken by drone either aerial or hand held 

  will not be eligible. 

 

 

  
If you'd like more information contact Andy at andym537@outlook.com  

or 0439 847 270  
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